Enhance Productivity, Improve Effectiveness & Drive Growth

Unit4 is a leading international provider of enterprise resource planning (ERP) applications, with a fully cloud-native platform custom-built for higher education. Unit4’s integrated solutions enable back office and student systems to be managed as one cohesive entity.

Unit4’s multi-tenant software-as-a-service (SaaS) solutions create flexible digital spaces for faculty and staff to focus on student education and outcomes, while providing innovative applications that help students succeed. The platform is highly scalable, offering a wide array of mobile-enabled tools, dashboards, and interfaces for ease-of-use and anytime, anywhere access.

Integrated Solutions:

- **Unit4 Business World**: Highly adaptable ERP platform that supports front- and back-office finance, budgets, projects, HR and payroll, estates and asset management. "Self-driving ERP" model increases efficiency by automating tasks, suggesting actions, and providing key insights, which enables users to easily collaborate and make well-informed decisions.

- **Unit4 Student Management**: Handles the entire student lifecycle from outreach to alumni. Supports processes for admissions, academics, financial aid, billing, communications analytics and reporting, and system management. Provides faculty and staff with access to consistent data and helps drive more informed decision-making.

Integrated Solutions:

- **Built for People**: Enables users to be more productive, creative, and successful by virtually eliminating lower-value, repetitive tasks.

- **End-to-End Transparency**: Gain 360-degree visibility and obtain clearer insights while ensuring accountability and transparency.

- **The Latest Technologies**: Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and a digital assistant help to deliver powerful business process support.

- **Competitive Pricing & Implementation Model**: Realize a significant ROI within a reasonable timeframe. Built-in workflows and triggers eliminate costly configurations. Incentive discounts available.

- **Built-in Reporting & Analysis Tools**: Intuitive, visual tools help to provide a complete view of the institution with actionable insights, along with dashboards and devices to analyze trends.

- **Upgrade Elasticity**: Upgrades become available automatically — you choose whether to accept or postpone.

Visit [www.eandi.org](http://www.eandi.org) to request additional information, or contact your Member Relations Representative or Michael Mast, Business Development Manager, Technology, at mmast@eandi.org.
Contract Details

Getting Started: Complete the E&I Unit4 RFI: www.eandi.org/lop-rfi/unit4-rfi/

Contract Effective Dates: 5/1/2019 - 4/30/2024

Prices/Discounts: Please visit www.eandi.org for pricing information

Place Orders With: Unit4 Higher Education Team
Phone: 877.704.5974
Email: info-na@unit4.com

Federal ID Number: 43-461317
Credit Cards Accepted: No Credit Cards Permitted
Min. Order: None
Payment Terms: Net 30, State statutes apply
Invoicing By: Unit4 Education Solutions

Warranty: The supplier warrants that all products and services supplied under this agreement shall conform with the specifications described in the standard Sales Order Form between supplier and member in accordance with the supplier’s product documentation.

Request Literature: Michael Mast
Business Development Manager, Technology
mmast@eandi.org

Contract Number: CNR01475
RFP Number: 683428
Installation Info: Implementation Services provided directly to member by Unit4

Note: When placing orders, please identify yourself as an E&I member. All pricing and contract terms are strictly confidential and recipients are not authorized to disclose such information to competing suppliers or use it in negotiations with existing or potential suppliers.